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Abstract. The second vertical derivatives of gravity and magnetic potential are
widely used in geophysicalprospecting because of their better resolution. On the
same basis an attempt has been made to obtain the expressions for the second
vertical derivative of the electrical potential and to compute its nature for
comparison. Derivative responses over a two-layered earth and also over an
anticlinal structure have been computed and it is shown that the second vertical
derivative sounding co111dbe employed for greater accuracy in finding out the:
thickness of such beds or the inclination Of the sides of the antic.line and its
depth when compared with normal resistivity sounding.
Keywords. Vertical derivative ; accuracy ; resolution ; layered earth.

1. Intradacfion
The use of higher delivatives of potential and in particular in the second derivatives is widely prevalent in geophysical prospecting in gravity and magnetic
methods (EJloins 1951 ; Nettleton 1976). They are known to be capable of high
resolution permitting not only a fine discrimination between different subsurface
bodies, but also in the estimation of body parameters. Both horizontal and
vertical derivatives are equally well used (Peters 1949 ; Roy 1969 ; Rue e t al
1971, 1972) for various purposes. ~owever, derivatives are not so popular iv
electrical resistivity methods, even though simple and direct means of measuremeat of derivatives exist in electrical methods in contrast to gravity or magnetic
methods where they are often computed from field data. In the present l~per
an attempt has been made to compute and analyse the resolution of second
vertical derivative sounding for the electrical methods where artificial source fields
are employed in horizontal and inclined beds.
Only a few efforts (Sapuzhak 1967 ; Roy 1969) appear to have been made in this
direction earlier. Certain electrode configurations to measure the derivatives were
proposed by Rabinovich and Ba .l~himastor (1962), Rabinovich (1963) and Mosetti
(1963), etc., which have remained of academic interest. However, Sapu~alo
(1967) discussed some electrode contigurations for measuring the higher derivatives which were employed in practical experiments. The use of horizontal
derivatives was examined by him in some detail, mainly for profiling applications (Saptt~ak et a! 1969). Murali et al (1980a~ b) have computed the second
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horizontal derivatives O'U/SX ~ both in profiling and sounding and demonstinted their usefulness in both cases when dealing with plane boundaries between
media. The second vertical derivative was employed (implicitly) by Rao et al
(1981) in describing the vertical resolution characteristics of different electrode
configurations in the form of doa[dh (the differential of apparent resistivity with
respect to depth). These efforts notwithstanding, a di,e~t approach to the
measurement )r use of second derivatives of potentials in the vertical direction
is necessary particularly in the case o! sounding since horizontal boundaries and
horizontal discontinuities are to be expected in soundings.
T~e present paper deals with a simple method of obtaining the second vertical
derivative and utilizes the results for computiilg the vertical electrical sounding
curves over a layered earth as well as over an anticlinal stracture.
2. Thooretical I~.sis sad compu~tionii approsck

The vertical derivatives of electrical potential can be computed in different ways ;
one of them is that the potential, at a given point, may be differentiated twice
with respect to the vertical. This procedure is sometimes difficult and not directly
reahsed in practice. Hence, we resort here to the method ot finite differences in
two perpendicular horizontal directions (figure 1) employing a single point somce
located on the earth's surface and five-potential measuring electrodes. The~,
if the earth were homogeneous with a resistivityp, Us the potential at point M
due to source ,4, etc., and if 1 is the amount el cmrtmt introduced into the
earth then
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lqSure 1. Placement of source and measuring electrodes for obtaining the second
vertical derivative (bsUIbZs).

or

and the resistivity can be given by
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A practically realisable system for veltical second deIivative measurement follows
the ~ m e principle anct is obtained as the sum of hori~ntal derivatives in two
mutually perpendicular directions. The horizovtal derivatives themselves ere
measured by using finite differences of potential over small elements of the earth.
MON and M'ON' (see figure 1) are two sets of measuring electrodes l:laeed on
the earth in the perpendieulal directions. A differential ampli~r system can be
used to measnre directly csU]~2~ to be substituted in equation (1).

3.

Respoase over a layered earth

It is desirable to examine the response of the vertical d-.rivative measuring system
(sounaing) over a layered earth. To start with we may consider as an example
the case of a simple two-layered earth.

3.1. Horlwntally-layered earth
We know that over a two-layered earth consisting of layers with resistivities p~
and Pl and thickness of the first layer as h the potential due to a point source
is given by (Bhattaeharyya and Patra 1968)
oo
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U u, U s, U ~' and U s' can be given in a similar fashion using appropriate
values for distances between current and individual potontial electrodes (see
figure 1). Thus, after substituting for each we have
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For computational purposes over two-layered horizontally stratified earth the
second derivative can be written (after simplification and with the following
assumptions) as
AO = x ;

O M = O M ' = O N ' = O N = I ; a n d ~: >> I.

To facilitate numerical computation, we have assumed that x = 101. In fact
x can assume any valuo, and l cart be kept at a negligible fraction of x. Under
eflvld onditions therefore a sounding can be very easily carried out with five
~ationa--y p o t ~ t i a l measuring electrodes spaced I apart and a moving s~ngle
~ u r c e eleetrod," at a distance x which gradually increases from abo~t 1 0 / t o oo.
Rcvexting t o the case of the ~tWo-layered earth
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where P ~ 0.5126 or tt~e apparent resistivity is given by
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where Q ~ 195.01.
We have computed the response of such a system measuring the vertical derivative over a two-layered horizontal earth having a variable resistivity contrast,
in terms of the e h a n ~ in P9 with separation A O . T h e cttrves shown in fib,ure 2
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Figure 2. Apparent resistivity master curves obtained by sounding (~SUI~Za)
over a two-layered earth.

/ndicate the chan~e in apparent resistivity ratio with separation (in terms of
the layer thickness).
3.2,

]~esponse owr an anticlinvA structure

The logical sequence to the above treatment would be to conside~ a case where
the boundary between the two media is inclined. S ~ h a case for the tmrizontal
derivative had already been discussed earlier (Murali et al 1980b). However,
there are certain computational restrictions on the angle of inclination in the
method. Hence, a va/iation of the inclined l~yef case, I.e., that of an anticlinal
structure is considered below.
The response of a vertical derivative measuring system over a local iahomo8eneity in the form of an anticlinal rise in the basement buried tla'der an over.
burden was also estimated using the same technique as above.
The potential at any point M due to a source A (which is situated at the
ep|centre of the a n t i e l ~ ) is given by (Kraev 1965)
U"
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where
Pt =' resistivity of the medium surrounding the anticline,
p, =, 0% i.e., the resistivity of the anticlinal material,

x = distance between points A and M',
h = depth of the epicentrc of the anticline from the surface, and
1 -- c o s

j# ffi - - ,
COS

where 2a isthe solidangle which anticline makes at the epicentre.

Using (1) and (9) and the same assumptions for intcretcctrode distances as in
(7) above the second vertical derivative of electrical potential over an anticlinal structure is given by
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or the apparent resistivity can be given by
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Using (11) the apparent resistivity values were calculated over an anticlinal
structure of varying width (i.e., for different values of ~ or solid angle 24) for
expanding separation (AO), i.e., xlh. The curves shown in figure 3 indicate
chan~ in apparent resistivity ratio with separation,
4.

4.1.

R~its

and comparison with other electrode mt-Ul~

T~e~-layered earth

The cmeees obtained for pc using ~ U/~Z 2 over a two-layered earth with a
horizontal boundary differ substantially from curves obtained tot p~ using either
~z U/b,l,S (figure 4) or the Sehlumbergcr array. The Scldumberger array results
1tare already been compared with those obtained by using the horizontal second
derivative (Murali et al 1980b) and shown that the latter has some specific advantages. Thus the horizontal derivative results and the vertical derivative results
are now being compared.
the second horizontal derivative is used the sounding curves show only
a smooth variation from Pl to the asymptotic value (equivalent to Ps), whereas
for the second vertical derivative p, becomes less than p~ for small valu.s of
x/h and then it increams to reach to the asymptotic v a l ~ Where pc = Ps, for

~deeonddert,att~e o/ re, safety ~ o u ~
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Figure 3. Apparent resistivity curves t obtained by sounding (~*U/2.Z~) over
an anticlinal structureof infinite resistivity showing the variation in P, lPa with
the inclination of the sides (~).
positive values of K (i.e., Pl > 9t). The converse happens when the value of E
is negative (i.e.. the case when Pt < Pl).
With the vertical derivative curves it will be seen that the p. curves ate steeper
and the final value reached (asymptote) is Mways nearer the *.ruevalue of pt.
By virtue of the larger chan$e in p. with any variation in h it will be possible
to match the field curves with the master curves more accurately reaulting in a
more precise determination of h or P r It will be noted that the p, curves for
vertical derivative soxmding are distinguished from the corresponding Schlumher~-r
curves by an intermediate peak or trough in the curve. This peak occurs (for p,
values less than ,oi, i.e., K ~esative) at x/h = 1.3 and p, values cross over p, = Px
llne at x/h = 2" 5 ;- thus facilitating the direct determination of h, However for
increasing positive values of K (Le.,pj values bi#zer than Pt) the trough occurs
a t correspondingly larger values of x/h and the ctos~-over point also akifts along
the x/h axis.
4.2.

Anticlinal structure

Similar to the two-layered case described above, in the case of anticlinal strt~o
ture also (Pz = c~) the angle of dip of sides may be easily estimated from the
position of the minimum in the apparent resistivity curve, the corresponding
spacing for which may be denoted as AO~, The depth to the hypoccntre of the
anticline from the surface may also then be computed from ~= (1"224)- A O ~ ,
We may compare the above r~ults of soumding obtained with a second hoti-~
zontal derivative measuring three electrode set-up (&tto~I) (figure ~}.
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]~timre4. Appaz~a~ res~tivity mas~e~ curves for sounding over a two.layered
eaxth obtaiaed wtth a second horizontal derive,ti~e (~zUl~:c~)n~surhtg
set-up.
It 7,i]1 be noticed that the three eIectrodc po cutyes are not much [nfluevced
by the ~r~ of the formation, wh~te on the vertical derivative, t~.e p~ curves vary
qulte ~mbga~ti~l~y with the d~p avd hewc may be used in a more reliable f~#hion
for r
the-/tip.
5. Condesleas
The ~t~v~d v~tica! derivative of e}ec~rioa} potential due fo a single point source
v~y be esttmed~I over an inhon~geneou~ earth by employing five mea~rh~g
eketfodes. The field meatttrement of ~)~0'/0Z~ caw be t~srr~e6 o ~ Without
in~lvh~g mueh effet.t by e~ovin8 only the r
electrode a~d keepil~ the
p~t~thtl m c a ~ i n $ ettttrodes c o , start in the same place. It will be t,elevaeVheP~toeo( that nmeh mote effort av~t time are required forehe nor
b~p:r mun4ta~.
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Figure 5. The relation between PJPl and angle of inclination of the sides

of art anticline obtained using a simple throe.electrode ( A ~ ) system.

Resistivity sounding employing the second vertical derivative m a y be employed
with additional advantages over horizontally-layered earth, as well as anticlinal
structure in comparison to conventional resistivity sounding. The p, curves have
a d i s t i n c t f o r m a n d it is also possible to use a simple t h u m b rule for finding the
thickness of the first layer.
It m a y also be noted t h a t the above measurements o f the derivatives (employing
potential electrodes o~ly) are valid also for natural electrical fields as well as for
IP, etc.
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